Call for Abstracts - Extension
Abstracts now due April 15, 2016

SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACTS:
The abstract should be submitted electronically as a Word Document. It should be no more than 250 words, Arial font size 11 with a second 8-1/2” x 11” page allowed for figures. Abstracts will be printed in the format in which they are submitted, so proofread your abstract carefully. The abstracts will be reviewed promptly and letters of acceptance will be sent out by April 19, 2016.

THE ABSTRACT SHOULD INCLUDE:
1. Title
2. Authors
3. Authors’ affiliation
4. Problem or major purpose of the investigation
5. Method: In some detail provide study design, constructs and/or model tested, method of measurement, and data analysis. State variables that were controlled, subjects assigned to groups, and data analyzed.
6. Results: Provide a clear statement of the results. An additional one-page table or figure may be included.
7. Discussion: Discuss the significance of the work. If you wish, you may relate it to the conference theme.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING ABSTRACT PACKETS:
Please note: Only those submissions which fully comply with the instructions will be reviewed. All abstracts must be submitted electronically by 5:00 PM on Friday, April 15, 2016 and should include the following:
1. The completed "Abstract Information Page".
2. The original abstract.
3. Please submit abstracts in a Word document.
4. A confirmation of receipt will be sent to you within one week of submission.

AWARDS:
As before, all abstracts will be judged for clarity and cohesion, creativity, methodological rigor, and scientific significance. Exceptional abstracts will be asked to present at the conference; all accepted abstracts will be published in the Conference Program. Awards will be made for the best Junior Faculty submission (Senior Instructor or Assistant Professor) as well as for the best Trainee abstract (Undergraduate or graduate student, Post-Doctoral Fellow, or Resident). Winners will be announced at the conference on May 10, 2016.

Please check if you are eligible to be considered for either of the DPRG awards
- I. Charles Kaufman Junior Faculty Award
- Martin Reite Student and Post-Doctoral Award

ABSTRACTS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY TO:
DPRG@ucdenver.edu
If electronic submission is problematic, please contact Melissa Sinclair in the DPRG office 720-777-6203.

REMINDER: Registration deadline for the conference is May 05, 2016. Please do NOT send your registration with your abstract. (Registration may NOT be sent electronically)
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